Emerging infectious diseases can be defined as infections that have newly appeared in a population or have existed but are rapidly increasing in incidence or geographic range (1). Agents for which a particular route of transmission is newly recognized and agents (previously unidentifiable) that are now known because of advances in detection methods should also be included in this definition. Advances in epidemiologic and detection methods during the last 10 to 20 years have placed food and waterborne human enteric viruses and protozoal parasites within this category.

Human enteric viruses and protozoal parasites are parasitic agents that replicate in the intestines of infected hosts and are excreted in the feces. In general, the viruses are limited to human hosts, while the parasitic agents (in the form of cysts or oocytes) have a variety of human and nonhuman animal hosts. Both are transmitted primarily by the fecal-oral route, and as a result, the major source of contamination for foods and water is through contact with human and animal fecal pollution. This contamination may occur directly, through contaminated meat carcasses or poor personal hygiene practices of infected food handlers, or indirectly, through contact with fecally contaminated water or other cross-contamination routes. Viruses and parasites differ from foodborne bacterial pathogens in important ways. Because they are environmentally inert, they do not replicate in food, water, or environmental samples. Additionally, unlike bacterial pathogens, human enteric viruses and protozoal parasites are environmentally stable (2), are resistant to many of the traditional methods used to control bacterial pathogens (2), and have notably low infectious doses (3,4). This allows virtually any food to serve as a vehicle for transmission and enables these agents to withstand a wide variety of commonly practiced food storage and processing conditions (2,5).

Epidemiology

Human Enteric Viruses

Human enteric viruses are increasingly recognized as important causes of foodborne illness. A recent report issued by the Council for Agricultural Science and Technology ranked human enteric viruses as fifth and sixth among identified causes of foodborne disease in the United States (6). A review of U.S. national surveillance data for 1979 showed that 14 (44%) of 32 foodborne disease outbreaks in institutional settings were epidemiologically typical of viral
gastroenteritis (7). Viral gastroenteritis was reported as the most common foodborne illness in Minnesota from 1984 to 1991, predominantly associated with poor personal hygiene of infected food handlers (8). Furthermore, recent data indicate that 10% of the 4,617 outbreaks of foodborne disease of unconfirmed etiology reported from 1973 to 1987 met at least two of the clinical criteria for outbreaks of acute viral gastroenteritis (8,9). The apparent failure to confirm a viral etiology in such outbreaks has been due largely to the lack of available tests and the reluctance of public health officials to use epidemiologic criteria in the classification of foodborne viral disease (9-11). The unavailability of food specimens and the failure to report outbreaks of mild gastrointestinal disease have also contributed to reporting difficulties. All of these factors have resulted in a drastic underestimate of the true scope and importance of foodborne viral infection (8).

The most common types of foodborne viral disease are infectious hepatitis due to hepatitis A virus and acute viral gastroenteritis associated with the Norwalk agent and other related small, round-structured gastrointestinal viruses (12). The human enteroviruses may also be transmitted by foodborne routes (13) and are the most commonly isolated agents in surveys of naturally occurring viral contamination in foods (14). Foodborne outbreaks due to small round viruses, parvoviruses, and astroviruses are occasionally reported (15). Rotaviruses, some adenoviruses, and hepatitis E virus are important causes of waterborne disease outbreaks, particularly in developing countries (12). Foodborne outbreaks associated with human enteric viruses are almost always due to the consumption of fecally contaminated raw or undercooked shellfish and ready-to-eat products contaminated by infected food handlers (12). Postrecovery and secondary transmission are a concern (16,17). Recent outbreaks are summarized in Table 1 (18-24).

### Parasitic Protozoa
Since 1981, enteric protozoa have become the leading cause of waterborne disease outbreaks for which an etiologic agent could be determined (5). A recent study reported that 21% of drinking water–associated outbreaks between 1991 and 1992 were attributable to parasitic agents (25). Furthermore, these agents are frequent contaminants of potable water supplies (26,27). The potential for transmission of these agents by foodborne routes is increasingly recognized (28). For instance, from 1988 to 1992, seven food-associated outbreaks of giardiasis, comprising 184 cases, were reported in the United States (29). However, since foodborne transmission is only recently documented and more than half of all reported foodborne disease outbreaks have undetermined etiology, the true importance of foodborne transmission of parasitic protozoa is unknown.

### Table 1. Recent outbreaks of foodborne viral disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>No. Cases</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAV</td>
<td>Shanghai, China</td>
<td>Jan. 1988</td>
<td>300,000 (4% total population)</td>
<td>Raw clams</td>
<td>Yes (IEM, Hybridization, Cell culture, Experimental infection)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSV</td>
<td>U.S. (LA)</td>
<td>Nov. 1993</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Raw oysters</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSV</td>
<td>U.S. (LA, MD, MS, FL, NC)</td>
<td>Nov. 1993</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Raw/steamed oysters</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSV</td>
<td>U.S. (FL, TX)</td>
<td>Jan. 1995</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Oysters</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk</td>
<td>U.S. (DE)</td>
<td>Sept. 1987</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Commercial ice</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk</td>
<td>U.S. (CO)</td>
<td>July 1988</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>Celery/chicken salad</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Confirmation of the virus, viral antigen, or viral nucleic acid in food specimens
HAV = hepatitis A virus; IEM = immune electron microscopy; RT-PCR = reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; SRSV = small round-structured gastrointestinal virus.
The most common human enteric parasitic infections in the United States are caused by Cryptosporidium parvum and Giardia lamblia. Cyclospora is also an emerging enteric protozoon that has recently been associated with the consumption of contaminated fruit (30). Large communitywide waterborne outbreaks of parasitic protozoa are usually associated with surface water supplies that are either unfiltered or subjected to inadequate flocculation and filtration (5). Two large waterborne outbreaks have occurred in the United States within the last 10 years (31,32); one of these was the largest recorded waterborne disease outbreak in U.S. history (32).

Limitations

Most of the information about viral and parasitic food and waterborne disease comes from outbreak investigations by state and local health departments and surveillance programs directed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). However, since many of these diseases are not reportable and surveillance is based on voluntary reporting by state health departments, the magnitude of this disease problem is underestimated. This is exacerbated by a reluctance to use epidemiologic criteria in the classification of foodborne viral disease and the failure to report mild outbreaks of gastrointestinal disease. Furthermore, since investigation generally follows an outbreak, important information and samples may have been destroyed, consumed, or lost to inaccurate recall. Since many of these outbreaks are small and confined, epidemiologic investigation may be limited by the resources available to state and local health departments. Difficulties in investigating and reporting are further complicated by the fact that the enteric protozoa cause common opportunistic infections in the immunocompromised, and the role of foods in these diseases has not been studied. Likewise, the role of the foodborne transmission route in sporadic disease and the importance of carrier states and secondary illness after a primary foodborne disease outbreak are poorly characterized.

Detection

Clinical Samples

Illness caused by human enteric viruses can be suspected epidemiologically by considering incubation period and illness duration analysis, classical viral gastroenteritis symptoms, and the absence of bacterial or parasitic pathogens in stool samples (10,11). Laboratory confirmation of human enteric viral infection has been based on a rise in specific antibody to the virus, or alternatively, the demonstration of virus particles, antigen, or nucleic acid in stools. The detection methods most often applied to clinical samples have included immune electron microscopy, radioimmunoassay, and enzyme immunoassay (33). The usefulness of these assays has been reduced by low detection limits (>10⁴-10⁵ particles/ml) and the inability to cultivate Norwalk-like viruses in vitro, which has limited the supply of viral antigen available for developing reagents (8). In addition, the Norwalk agent is only one of several small round-structured gastrointestinal viruses that cause outbreaks with similar clinical and epidemiologic features (8).

Before 1981, parasitic disease in humans was diagnosed histologically by identifying the life cycle stages of parasitic agents in the intestinal mucosa (34). More recently, clinical diagnosis has involved methods to concentrate parasitic agents from stool specimens followed by a variety of fluorescent or immunofluorescent staining techniques and subsequent microscopic examination (34). Serodiagnostic methods have been developed (35,36), but additional evaluations are needed to confirm the diagnostic utility of these methods.

Environmental, Food, and Water Samples

Failure to confirm a viral and parasitic etiology in foodborne outbreaks has also been due to the lack of adequate methods to detect the causative agents in environmental samples. Like bacterial pathogens in food and water, viruses and parasites are frequently present in small numbers. However, unlike traditional food microbiologic techniques, which have relied on cultural enrichment and selective plating to increase cell numbers and differentiate pathogens in background microflora, techniques to detect human enteric viruses and parasitic protozoa require live mammalian cells for growth. For this reason, standard methods to detect enteric bacteria in foods cannot be used; instead, detection requires an initial concentration step, often from large volumes of food or water, followed by mammalian cell culture infectivity assay or immunofluorescent staining.
Concentration methods are usually cumbersome, and yields are less than optimal. Both cell culture infectivity and immunofluorescent staining are expensive and slow and require highly trained personnel. Furthermore, mammalian cell culture lines are largely unavailable for the epidemiologically important foodborne viruses. Alternative detection methods based on immunologic and molecular methods have been reported; recent methodologic developments have focused on overcoming barriers to detection, such as improving recovery efficiencies and detection limits and preventing inhibitions due to food-related compounds.

**Human Enteric Viruses in Foods**

**Concentration**

Two general schemes for the concentration of human enteric viruses from foods have been reported: extraction-concentration methods and adsorption-elution-concentration methods (Figure). The general purpose of concentration is to provide a high recovery of infectious virus in a low-volume aqueous solution free of cytotoxic materials. Both schemes employ conditions favoring the separation of viruses from shellfish tissues (most of the developmental work has used shellfish as model food commodities), primarily through the use of filtration, precipitation, polyelectrolyte flocculation, and solvent extraction. While either method can be used, adsorption-elution-precipitation methods have been favored in recent years (2,37). Virus yields after concentrations are 10% to 90% (38).

**Detection**

Traditional methods to directly detect viruses in foods after concentration have been based on the ability of enteric viruses to infect live mammalian cells in culture. Quantal and enumerative methods using a variety of mammalian cell culture lines, generally from primate kidneys, have been reported. Such approaches have been limited because levels of contaminating virus generally are low (1-200 infectious units per 100 grams of shellfish) (39), residual food components interfere with assays (38), and the epidemiologically important viruses do not replicate (small round-structured gastrointestinal viruses) or replicate poorly (hepatitis A virus) in mammalian cell culture (2). Alternative methods such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and DNA/RNA probes have been reported but are limited by high detection limits (>10^3 infectious units), unavailability of reagents, and poor sample quality (2). These difficulties are illustrated by the confirmation of viral contamination in a food in only two reported instances (18,19).

The in vitro enzymatic amplification method of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) offers an opportunity to enrich a single specific nucleic acid sequence up to a millionfold and hence provides a sensitive and specific method with a theoretical detection limit of one virus unit. This method is readily adaptable to the detection of RNA viruses by preceding the PCR with a brief reverse transcription (RT) step, hence the designation RT-PCR. The recent cloning of the Norwalk agent and related small round-structured gastrointestinal viruses has provided an opportunity to develop effective molecular
detection methods for these previously nondetectable agents (40,41).

The application of PCR methods to the detection of human enteric viruses in foods is an area of active research. However, the development of such methods is complicated by low levels of contamination, high sample volumes, and the presence of food components, which may interfere with enzymatic amplification reactions. To address these issues, three alternative approaches have been used to simultaneously reduce sample volumes and the level of interfering compounds. The most frequently applied approach involves isolating and purifying nucleic acids (RNA) from the food sample before RT-PCR (42-47). A second approach combines capture of the virus with specific antibody followed by nucleic acid amplification by using RT-PCR (19,48). In the third approach, the intact virus particle is concentrated and purified from the complex food matrix resulting in sample volume reduction and removal of inhibitors, followed by subsequent heat release of viral nucleic acid from the virion capsid and RT-PCR (49-51). All three methods have been applied to various shellfish species, and in some cases, to other food commodities and naturally contaminated field shellfish specimens. The methods are summarized in Table 2, along with optimized virus detection levels (19,42-51). A combined approach was reported by Chung et al. (51), who successfully detected human enteroviruses and hepatitis A virus in naturally contaminated oyster samples after viral amplification in mammalian cell cultures. Despite enormous strides in the ability to detect human enteric viruses with PCR, the technique is still limited by the absence of effective concentration methods, the presence of enzymatic inhibitors, and the inability to distinguish between infectious and noninfectious virions.

### Enteric Parasitic Agents

#### Concentration

Like viruses, parasitic protozoa are usually present in low concentrations in contaminated water and hence must be concentrated from large volumes of water before detection (Figure). Giardia cysts and Cryptosporidium oocysts are concentrated from 100 to 1,000 liters of water by filtration through yarn-wound filters. Retained particulates are eluted from the filters and reenconcentrated by centrifugation. The pelleted cysts and oocysts are then separated from particulate debris by flotation on Percoll-sucrose gradients, followed by subsequent detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Detection Field</th>
<th>Sample limit</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAV</td>
<td>Clams</td>
<td>Clams</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Yes 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliovirus</td>
<td>Oysters</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>(2 PFU/g)</td>
<td>No 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk</td>
<td>Clams</td>
<td>Clams</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>No 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Oysters</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Yes 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HAV = hepatitis A virus; RT-PCR = reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; PCRU = PCR-amplifiable units; SRSV = small round-structured gastrointestinal virus.
Detection

Traditional methods to detect parasitic agents from water sample concentrates have been based on immunofluorescent staining of filtered sample concentrates (52). The sample concentrate is filtered through cellulose acetate filters and commercial kits that use fluorescein isothiocyanate–labeled monoclonal antibodies applied for immunofluorescent staining. The stained filters are examined under an ultraviolet microscope, and cysts and oocysts are classified according to immunofluorescence, size, shape, and internal morphologic characteristics. The results are reported as presumptive and confirmed cysts and oocysts per 100 liters of water (52). Confirmation is based on the ability to visualize organelles under light microscopy. This method is extremely limited because it is time-consuming and expensive, requires highly skilled personnel, and does not indicate viability of the cysts or oocysts; in addition, cross-reactions of monoclonal antibodies with algal cells and debris interfere with the interpretation of results (56).

Because of the limitations of immunofluorescence assays, alternative strategies for the detection of protozoal parasites in environmental and water samples are being sought. Most of the approaches use the traditional methods of concentration, in conjunction with alternative detection methods. In many cases, the inclusion/exclusion of fluorogenic dyes is used to enhance morphologic examination; in particular, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenyl indole and propidium iodide have been used to facilitate detection and also assess viability (57). Two recent methodologic developments include cell sorting/particle counting approaches and molecular approaches. In many cases, a combination of approaches is used. Particle-counting approaches include the Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting system, a laser-based particle counter that is able to simultaneously sort particles, sense fluorescence, and determine size (58). This system is being used to detect Giardia and Cryptosporidium in water samples in England and Australia (55). Differentially stained cysts and oocysts may be visualized microscopically with cooled charge couple devices (58,59). Molecular approaches that apply DNA hybridization to the detection of Giardia species have been reported (60). A method that combines fluorescence and in situ hybridization with confocal microscopy has been applied to both detect and speciate Giardia cysts (61). PCR methods have been developed to detect Giardia and Cryptosporidium (62-64). While PCR methods have the potential to detect one single infectious unit and may be applied to discriminate pathogenic from nonpathogenic species, they remain limited because of enzymatic inhibition, the inability to discriminate between viable and nonviable organisms, and the current absence of quantitative assay.

Several methods in development are combinations of multiple detection approaches. A combined method, designated the electrorotation assay, couples filtration and subsequent elution with affinity immunocapture by using paramagnetic beads. By inducing an electric field on a microscope with a special stage attachment, the organism-bead complexes rotate in a characteristic pattern that enables detection of parasitic protozoa (52). Several investigators are also working on methods that couple cell culture infectivity with immunostaining, thereby providing detection with simultaneous indication of viability (M. Sobsey, pers. comm.). Clinical ELISA kits have been evaluated for use in environmental water samples with reported detection limits of fewer than 10 cysts or oocysts (65); however, cross-reaction with algae continues to be a problem. Emerging detection approaches are summarized in Table 3 (58-64). Methods to concentrate and detect parasitic protozoa specifically from foods are under development.

Considerations

Although prototype alternative and rapid methods to detect human enteric viruses and parasitic protozoa in foods and water have been reported, multiple barriers must be overcome before these methods are applicable to routine monitoring. To obtain sample representation and detection sensitivity adequate for the low levels of contamination found with these enteric pathogens in naturally contaminated environmental specimens, large sample volumes of food and water need to be processed. While some of the detection methods begin with large samples, many do not consider sample size, which limits the sensitivity of the assay procedure from the beginning. The approaches then applied to concentrate and purify the pathogens from the samples do not only need to be reasonably efficient but also need to produce a concentrate low in volume and free of inhibitory compounds.
To complicate matters further, different food commodities have differing types and levels of inhibitors, many of which have remained recalcitrant to almost all removal processes. The relationship between detection by molecular and immunologic approaches and the subsequent viability or infectivity of these enteric pathogens remains a concern. While investigators have addressed these issues using in vitro excystation, inclusion and exclusion of vital dyes, animal infectivity (parasitic protozoa) (57,66,67), and assays combining mammalian cell culture infectivity with alternate detection strategies (viruses) (51; M. Sobsey, pers. comm.), these methods are not useful for the nonculturable human enteric viruses; they are expensive, time-consuming, and not readily amenable to routine diagnostic work. Establishing quantitative detection methods also needs further research.

The development of detection methods is also limited by the current state of knowledge. For instance, while recent sequencing evidence indicates that the Norwalk-like small round-structured gastrointestinal virus group consists of multiple members having the same physical and genomic characteristics as other viruses in the family Caliciviridae (40,41), considerable sequence and antigenic diversity remain among the members of this group (68-70). While PCR primers for these genetically diverse agents have been reported (46,71), development of universal detection methods is clearly limited until more complete information about this group of human enteric viruses is available.

Research is needed to develop and refine the prototype protocols into collaboratively tested methods that could be routinely and expeditiously used to evaluate the microbiologic safety of food products. In general, future research needs for the routine application of alternative methods to detect enteric viral and parasitic protozoal contamination in foods requires development of the following: 1) simple, rapid, and cost-effective extraction and concentration procedures; 2) simple and reliable methods for the removal of inhibitors; 3) methods that are not restricted by food product; and 4) quantitative approaches for assessing the relative levels of contamination.

**Conclusions**

Improved epidemiologic surveillance, predominantly through the creation of population-based centers that will focus on the epidemiology and prevention of food and waterborne infectious disease (72), should improve knowledge regarding viral etiology in foodborne disease outbreaks.

---

**Table 3. Emerging detection methods for parasitic protozoa in water**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>Detection limit</th>
<th>Viability</th>
<th>Differentiation</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow Cytometry with Fluorescent Imaging and CCD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptosporidium</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes, using differential fluorogenic vital dyes</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>58, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Hybridization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giardia (16s-like rDNA)</td>
<td>1 cyst</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes-in situ hybridization</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giardia (16s-like rDNA)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>with differential fluorescence</td>
<td>G. lamblia; G. muris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymerase Chain Reaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giardia (Giardin gene)</td>
<td>1 cyst</td>
<td>Partial, using mRNA as target; Depends on inactivation method</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giardia (Giardin gene)</td>
<td>1 cyst</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes-primer sequence</td>
<td>G. duodenalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptosporidium (Target not specified)</td>
<td>20 oocysts</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes-by hybridization</td>
<td>C. parvum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCD = cooled charge couple device; NR = not reported
and the clinical and economic importance of viral and parasitic disease agents. Data obtained from these studies may elucidate the role of foods in sporadic disease as well as in secondary spread.

Current research programs under way at CDC, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Food and Drug Administration, as well as extramural funding through the National Institutes of Health and U.S. Department of Agriculture programs, should promote the development, testing, and dissemination of rapid and accurate detection methods for viral and parasitic foodborne disease agents. Such research will continue to be important as testing regulations, such as the landmark Environmental Protection Agency Information Collections Requirement Rule, and the new U.S. Department of Agriculture Pathogen Reduction: Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) Systems Rule, emerge in the future. From a clinical standpoint, the development of inexpensive and widely available reagents has been improved through recent developments in molecular biology (33). This will increase the number of facilities able to perform diagnostic testing, which will ultimately facilitate epidemiologic investigation. From a food safety standpoint, improved detection methods should eventually provide a regulatory option for monitoring food safety, particularly in the economically important shellfish species and in detecting viral contamination due to human handling, or parasitic protozoal contamination from animal wastes. The development of rapid detection methods will also aid in the evaluation of control strategies for viral and protozoal contamination of foods. For instance, depuration, thermal processing, and irradiation for the control of foodborne viral contamination in shellfish need to be further evaluated. In the case of contamination by infected food handlers and animal wastes, the availability of rapid methods will increase our understanding of this transmission route and help determine critical control points for HACCP approaches to control the transmission of these foodborne disease agents. This will allow the integration of a true farm-to-table food safety approach for the control of viral and parasitic food and waterborne disease.

In the United States, there is currently a clear regulatory mandate to evaluate food safety risks within a systematic conceptual framework in the form of quantitative microbial risk assessment. The application of quantitative risk assessment to food safety issues has been hampered by the lack of available data regarding prevalence, transmission, infectious dose, and behavior of microorganisms in foods; this has been particularly true for emerging pathogens. Improved epidemiologic and detection methods should dramatically affect the ability to evaluate food safety risks through risk assessment strategies. For instance, by using emerging epidemiologic data in conjunction with epidemiologic modeling, statistical overview analysis (meta-analysis), and geographic information systems, scientists should be able to improve hazard analysis and exposure assessment and provide a clearer picture of disease transmission patterns. More rapid, accurate, and readily available detection methods should allow determination of prevalence of contamination and disease, and when quantitative, should provide a means of assessing dose-response relationships. Together these will improve subsequent risk characterization, allowing regulators to quantitate the magnitude of the problem, evaluate risk reduction strategies, and prioritize competing risks.

The combination of increased surveillance, improved detection methods, and testing requirements should result in a marked improvement in the ability to detect, investigate, and control food and waterborne enteric viral and parasitic protozoal agents. Taken together, these approaches promise to provide increased information necessary to assess risks, control disease, and ultimately improve public health in the next century.
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